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Abstract. Artiﬁcial vision systems can not process all the information
that they receive from the world in real time because it is highly expen-
sive and ineﬃcient in terms of computational cost. However, inspired by
biological perception systems, it is possible to develop an artiﬁcial atten-
tion model able to select only the relevant part of the scene, as human
vision does. This paper presents an attention model which draws at-
tention over perceptual units of visual information, called proto-objects,
and which uses a linear combination of multiple low-level features (such
as colour, symmetry or shape) in order to calculate the saliency of each
of them. But not only bottom-up processing is addressed, the proposed
model also deals with the top-down component of attention. It is shown
how a high-level task can modulate the global saliency computation,
modifying the weights involved in the basic features linear combination.
Keywords: visual attention, top-down selection, action-perception loop
1 Introduction
Human vision system presents an interesting set of features of adaptability and
robustness that allows it to analyse and process the visual information of a
complex scene in a very eﬃcient manner. Research in Psychology and Physiol-
ogy demonstrates that the eﬃciency of natural vision has foundations in visual
attention, which is a process that ﬁlters out irrelevant information and limits
processing to items that are relevant to the present task [1].
In the past few years, emphasis has increased in the development of robot
vision systems that are inspired by the model of natural vision. An artiﬁcial
attention system allows to optimize the required computational resources due
to they can be focussed on the processing of a set of selected regions, which are
important for the current task, instead of the whole image.
This ability is specially useful when developing a social robot, that is, an
embodied agent which is part of a heterogeneous community of people and other
robots [2]. In this case, added to the increased eﬃciency mentioned above, the
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agent is able to process the visual information in the same way that people do.
Thus, the interaction between a human and a robot becomes easier because both
of them share the representation of their surrounding world.
According to psychological studies [3–5], there exist two contributions in the
computation of how relevant an object is. On the one hand, any object has a
saliency value by itself. Thus, an object is more relevant than other depending
on its speciﬁc basic features (colour, shape, symmetry, location. . . ). This is the
so-called bottom-up component in attention. On the other hand, the ongoing
task also imposes a particular relevance for each object. This contribution is
known as the top-down part of attention. The ﬁnal saliency value of an object
in a scene is a combination of both contributions.
This paper introduces an attention model able to obtain the diﬀerent vi-
sual entities in an image and, then, compute the most salient parts taking into
account diﬀerent simple features (colour and intensity contrasts, symmetry, ori-
entation, roundness, proximity and dominant colours). The model also modiﬁes
the inﬂuence of each feature in the saliency computation in order to draw atten-
tion to those objects which are relevant to the current executed task. A previous
version of the system was presented in [6]. That model used only 4 features
based on colour and location to compute saliency so it lacks characterizing the
objects in the scene. The model presented here is enhanced with 7 new features
that include shape information of objects. Experimental results reveal that the
new approach is more eﬃcient guiding the top-down component of attention and
provides a richer description of the elements in the scene.
The remainder of this paper summarizes the biological foundations and present
work on artiﬁcial attention systems in section 2. In sections 3, 4 and 5, the dif-
ferent parts of the proposed approach are described. Experimental results are
shown in section 6. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 7.
2 Related Work
From the psychological point of view, the development of artiﬁcial visual at-
tention systems is mainly based on the so-called early-selection theories. These
theories postulate that the selection of a relevant region precedes pattern recog-
nition. Therefore, attention is drawn by simple features (such as colour, location,
shape or size) and attended entities do not have full perceptive meaning, i.e.,
maybe they do not correspond to real objects.
Two complementary theories are the most inﬂuential ones regarding artiﬁcial
attention systems: Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory [3] and Wolfe’s Guided
Search [4, 5].
The ﬁrst one suggests that the human vision system detects separable fea-
tures in parallel in an early step of the attention process. According to this
model, methods compute image features in a number of parallel channels in a
pre-attentive task-independent stage. Then, the extracted features are integrated
through a bottom-up process into a single saliency map which codes the relevance
of each image entity.
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Several years later, Wolfe proposed that a top-down component in attention
can increase the speed of the process giving more relevance to those parts of
the image corresponding to the current task. These two approaches are not
mutually exclusive and, nowadays, some eﬀorts in computational attention are
being conducted to develop models which combine a bottom-up processing stage
with a top-down selection [7] process.
Furthermore, attention theories introduce another important concept: the
Inhibition of Return. This mechanism implies that an already attended entity
should not be selected again for some time. Otherwise, the most relevant element
would always be selected. This concept also applies in dynamic environments: the
attended element remains the same despite the movement. That is, an element
which changes its location is not considered as a new one if it does not disappear
from the image.
Finally, Psychophysics studies also refer to how many elements can be at-
tended at the same time. Bundesen establishes in his Theory of Visual Attention
[8] that there exists a short-term memory where recently attended elements are
stored. This memory has a ﬁxed capacity usually reduced up to 3 or 5 elements.
The ﬁrst artiﬁcial attention models mainly followed the guidelines established
by Treisman’s theory. For example, in the models proposed by Itti and Koch [9,
10] the saliency of each pixel is computed based on a set of basic features. They
were pure bottom-up, static models. Later, Navalpakkam and Itti [7] modiﬁed
Itti’s original model in order to add a multi-scale object representation in a long-
term memory. The multi-scale object’s features stored in this memory determine
the relevance of the scene features depending on the current executed task,
implementing, therefore, a top-down behaviour. While these methods compute
saliency pixel by pixel, Aziz’s approach [11] proposes a region-based model that
performs a pixel clustering prior to the saliency computation.
As an alternative to the previous space-based models, where attention deploys
on an unstructured region of the scene rather than on an object, object-based
models of visual attention provide a more eﬃcient visual search. These models
are based on the assumption that the boundaries of segmented objects, and not
just spatial position, determine what is selected and how attention is drawn [12].
Therefore, these models reﬂect the fact that perception abilities must be opti-
mized to interact with objects and not just with disembodied spatial locations.
For example, Sun and Fisher [13] present a grouping-based saliency method and
a hierarchical selection of attention at diﬀerent perceptual levels (points, regions
or objects). The problem of this model is that the groups are manually drawn.
Orabona et al. [14] propose a model of visual attention based on the concept
of proto-objects [15] as units of visual information that can be bound into a co-
herent and stable object. They compute these proto-objects by employing the
watershed transform to segment the input image using edge and colour features
in a pre-attentive stage. The saliency of each proto-object is computed taking
into account top-down information about the object to perform a task-driven
search. Yu et al. [16] propose a model of attention that segments the scene into
proto-objects in a bottom-up strategy based on Gestalt theories. After that, in a
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Fig. 1: Overview of the Object-Based Attention Model
top-down way, the saliency of the proto-objects is computed taking into account
the current task to accomplish by using models of objects which are relevant to
this task. These models are stored in a long-term memory.
In addition to the models mentioned above, other approaches uses alternative
paradigms to build artiﬁcial visual attention systems. For example, Judd et al.
[17] propose to learn a model of saliency directly from human eye movement
data, acquired using an eye-tracking system. Following a diﬀerent philosophy,
Tsotsos et al. [18] model visual attention by the selective tuning of complex
neural networks. A complete review about recent attention models can be found
in [19, 20].
3 Overview of the proposed model
The attention model presented in this paper is an extension of the one previously
introduced in [6], a visual attention system for a social robot which works in a
dynamic scenario. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the model.
The proposed attention system integrates task-independent bottom-up pro-
cessing and task-dependent top-down selection. The units of attention are the so-
called proto-objects [15]. These proto-objects are deﬁned as the blobs of uniform
colour and disparity of the image which are bounded by the edges obtained using
a Canny detector. On the one hand, the bottom-up component determines the
set of proto-objects in the image, describing them by a set of low-level features
that are considered relevant to determine their corresponding saliency values.
On the other hand, the top-down component weights the low-level features that
characterize each proto-object to obtain a single saliency value depending on the
task to perform.
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In the pre-attentive stage, the diﬀerent proto-objects in the image are ex-
tracted using a perceptual segmentation algorithm based on a hierarchical frame-
work [21]. As the process to group image pixels into higher-level structures can
be computationally complex, perceptual segmentation approaches typically com-
bine a pre-segmentation step with a subsequent perceptual grouping step [22].
The pre-segmentation step performs the low-level deﬁnition of segmentation as
the process of grouping pixels into homogeneous clusters and the perceptual
grouping step conducts a domain-independent grouping which is mainly based
on properties such as proximity, closure or continuity.
Then, the relevance of each proto-object is computed taking into account
diﬀerent low-level features weighted by a set of perception parameters (λi) stored
in a Perception-Modulation Memory (PMM). From a psychological point of view,
these perception parameters are closely related to the “attentional sets” proposed
by Corbetta et al. [23]. While our previous approach computed only 4 low-level
characteristics, the present model is able to handle up to 11 basic features in
order to obtain the ﬁnal saliency value. These features and saliency computation
are deeply described in section 4.
The semi-attentive stage, deals with the management of the Working Mem-
ory (WM) and the Inhibition of Return (IOR). The WM establishes the max-
imum number of attended elements that can be maintained at once. It is a
short-term memory where the system stores the recently attended objects and
it has a reduced capacity, up to 5 elements [8]. Each proto-object in the WM
is characterized by a set of descriptors including its saliency value, its position
in the image, some basic properties, the diﬀerent low-level features values and
a time-to-live value which establishes the maximum time that the proto-object
can stay in the WM. The saliency of a proto-object also depends on this last
parameter, so the longer an element is kept in the WM, the lower its saliency is.
A new proto-object get into the WM if and only if it has bigger saliency than
the currently stored elements. If the memory is full, the least salient element is
dropped out.
Regarding the IOR, it is typically implemented using a 2D inhibition map
which contains suppression factors for one or more focusses of attention recently
attended. This approach is valid to manage static scenarios, but it is not able
to handle dynamic environments where inhibited proto-objects or the vision
system itself are in motion. In our proposal, a tracker module keeps permanently
updated the position of each element in the WM, allowing to manage not only
moving objects but also camera and robot movements. Thereby, it is avoided
to attend an already selected proto-object even if the proto-object changes its
location in the image. Speciﬁcally, the tracker is based on the Comaniciu’s mean-
shift approach [24], a method which allows to track non-uniform colour regions
in an image. When a proto-object is lost, it is also removed from the WM so the
proposed attention model deals mainly with overt attention.
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4 Multi-feature saliency computation
As it was aforementioned, the relevance of a proto-object is obtained as the
combination of multiple basic features. In comparison to [6], a greater number
of features is employed allowing a better characterisation of the properties of
a proto-object, including information about shape, colour and localization. In
order to have an homogenized calculus, all features values are normalized in
the range [0 . . . 255]. In terms of computational cost, features are computed in
parallel so adding more of them does not produce an important overhead in
processing.
4.1 Colour contrast and Intensity contrast features
These features measure how diﬀerent a proto-object is with respect to its sur-
rounding in terms of colour and luminosity.
Since proto-objects are the result of a perceptual segmentation process, we
can compute the colour contrast, (ColCON), of a speciﬁc proto-object, Pi, as
the mean colour gradient along its boundary to the neighbours:
ColCONi =
Si
bi
�
j∈Ni
bij · d (< Ci >,< Cj >) (1)
where bi is the perimeter of Pi,Ni is the set of proto-objects which are neighbours
of Pi, bij is the length of the perimeter of Pi in contact with proto-object Pj ,
d [< Ci >,< Cj >] is the HSV colour distance between the colour mean values
< C > of proto-objects Pi and Pj and Si is the mean saturation value of
proto-object Pi. Because of the use of Si in the colour contrast equation, white,
black and pure gray proto-objects are suppressed. To solve that, we compute
the intensity contrast, (IntCON), of a proto-object, Pi, as the mean luminosity
gradient along its boundary to the neighbours:
IntCONi =
1
bi
�
j∈Ni
bij · d (< Ii >,< Ij >) (2)
being < Ii > the mean luminosity value of the proto-object Pi.
4.2 Proximity feature
Another important parameter in order to characterize a proto-object is to deter-
mine how near it is from the vision system location. Nowadays, not only stereo
pairs of cameras but also cheaper sensors like Microsoft Kinect or ASUS Xtion
provide accurate depth information of the captured image.
When using a sensor able to provides depth information directly (e.g. a
RGBD camera or similar), the proximity, (PROX), of a proto-object, Pi, is
directly obtained as the inverse of the depth value provided by the sensor:
PROXi =
1
depthi
(3)
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If we are using a stereo pair of cameras as depth sensor, the proximity can
be obtained directly from disparity information.
Although pure depth information is not used in saliency computation, it is
saved as a descriptor of the proto-object for further use.
4.3 Roundness feature
The next 3 features give us information about the shape of each proto-object.
Roundness measurement reﬂects how similar to a circle a proto-object is. To
calculate it, a traditional technique based on image moments is employed. Con-
cretely, 3 diﬀerent central moments are used:
µi1,1 =
�
(x− x)(y − y) ∀(x, y) ∈ Pi (4)
µi2,0 =
�
(x− x)2 ∀(x, y) ∈ Pi (5)
µi0,2 =
�
(y − y)2 ∀(x, y) ∈ Pi (6)
being (x, y) the center of the proto-object Pi.
The eccentricity (how diﬀerent from a circle a region is) is computed directly
from central moments:
ecci =
(µi2,0 − µi0,2)2 + 4µi1,12
(µi2,0 + µ
i
0,2)2
(7)
Finally, We compute the roundness (similarity to a circle), (ROUNDi), for
a proto-object, Pi, as:
ROUNDi = 1− ecci (8)
4.4 Orientation feature
The orientation of a proto-object can also be obtained from central moments
computed in (4), (5) and (6):
ϕi =
1
2
arctan
�
2µi1,1
µi2,0 − µi0,2
�
(9)
The orientation of a proto-object, by itself, does not provide any useful in-
formation about its relevance. In fact, it is more interesting to compute saliency
in terms of contrast with the orientation of other elements. The orientation con-
trast, (OriCON), of a proto-object, Pi, is obtained as:
OriCONi =
P�
j,j �=i
|ϕi − ϕj | (10)
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4.5 Symmetry feature
To compute the symmetry of a proto-object we use an approach similar to [11].
They propose a method to obtain symmetry using a scanning function ψ(L,Ps)
that counts the symmetric points around a point Ps along a line L. This proce-
dure is repeated employing diﬀerent lines of reference. For each line, the measure
of symmetry is computed as:
Sθ =
l�
s=1
ψ(L,Ps)
α(Ri)
(11)
where l and θ are the length and the angle of the line of reference and α(Ri) is
the area of the region in order to normalize the result between 0 and 1.
Only an approximation of symmetry is needed in terms of attention systems.
Thus, only 4 diﬀerent angles for symmetry axes are considered: 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and
135◦ respect to the orientation of the image (obtained in (9)).
In [11], the total measure of symmetry is computed as an average of the
symmetry values in the diﬀerent lines of reference. However, such strategy can
deﬁne a region with only one axis of symmetry as asymmetric because non-
symmetric axes cancel out the contribution of the symmetric one. As we are
giving relevance to symmetry independently of the axis of symmetry, we compute
the maximum symmetry, (SYMM), for a proto-object, Pi, as:
SYMM = maxθ(Sθ) (12)
4.6 Dominant Colour features
Sometimes, an application requires objects of a speciﬁc colour to be more relevant
than others regardless the number of them present in the scene. For example,
a ﬁreman robot may look for red extinguishers or a social robot is likely to
search for people (who have a characteristic skin colour). For this reason, a set
of dominant colour features are added to the attention system. Concretely, the
proposed model includes saliency computation for 4 basic colours (red, blue,
green and yellow) and for skin colour.
Regarding the similarity to basic colours, an HSV colour distance is employed.
The hue and saturation values are compared with a reference. If the distance is
less than a threshold Θ, the correspondent colour feature obtains a value of 255.
Otherwise, the value is 0. The saturation value is used to avoid shadows to be
marked as colours. The red, (RED), blue, (BLU), green, (GRN), and yellow,
(TLW ), correspondent colour for a proto-object, Pi, are computed as:
REDi =
�
255 if d (< Ci >,< Cred >) ≤ Θred
0 otherwise (13)
BLUi =
�
255 if d (< Ci >,< Cblue >) ≤ Θblue
0 otherwise (14)
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GRNi =
�
255 if d (< Ci >,< Cgreen >) ≤ Θgreen
0 otherwise (15)
Y LWi =
�
255 if d (< Ci >,< Cyellow >) ≤ Θyellow
0 otherwise (16)
By deﬁnition, a proto-object can only belong to one (or none) of the basic colours.
Concerning the skin colour, the computation is based on the skin colour
chrominance model proposed by Terrillon and Akamatsu [25]. Firstly, the im-
age is transformed into the TSL colour space. Then, the Mahalanobis distance
between the colour of the proto-object and the mean vector of the skin chromi-
nance model is computed. If this distance is less than a threshold Θskin, the skin
colour feature is marked with a value of 255. Otherwise, it is set to 0.
SKNi =
�
255 if dM
�
< CTSLi >,< C
TSL
yellow >
�
≤ Θskin
0 otherwise
(17)
4.7 Saliency computation
The ﬁnal saliency value, SALi, for each proto-object, Pi, is obtained as a weighted
sum of all the previous features:
sali = λ · f (18)
where λ is the weights vector, verifying
�
i
λi = 1, and f is the feature vector.
Expanding (18) in terms of (1), (2), (3), (8), (10), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16)
and (17), we obtain the ﬁnal expression for saliency:
SALi = λ1 · ColCON + λ2 · IntCON + λ3 · PROX + λ4 ·ROUND
+λ5 ·OriCON + λ6 · SYMM + λ7 ·RED + λ8 ·BLU
+λ9 ·GRN + λ10 · Y LW + λ11 · SKN
(19)
Eq. (19) shows that the more diﬀerent to other proto-objects in the image,
the more salient the proto-object.
5 Connecting Bottom-up processing and Top-down
selection
The integration between bottom-up and top-down contributions is an impor-
tant issue in visual attention systems. There are two main strategies to address
this problem: feature map fusion approaches and template-based approaches. The
ﬁrst ones (e.g. [26]) extend Itti’s model [9] in order to compute new feature maps
based on high-level learned knowledge. Then, top-down maps are fused with the
bottom-up ones and a ﬁnal saliency master map is obtained. On the other hand,
template-based models, such as the approach presented in [27], work with ab-
stract templates of low-level features (colour, shape, symmetry, etc) of the target.
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These models do not need any previous training of the system and can manage
abstract information about the target (“look for green, rounded objects”).
In an autonomous system, top-down information is usually provided by a
deliberative layer (typically, a planner). Since the planning system deﬁnes what
to do and, therefore, it must suggest what type of information is relevant or not
to the attention module, it is interesting that the latter can deal with abstract
predicates. Consequently, we propose a template-based approach which is more
suitable to manage that kind of information.
In our proposal, both the Working Memory (WM) and Perception Modula-
tion Memory (PMM) are the interface between early attention stages and the
rest of the system, including the deliberative level. This interface includes a
categorizer which is able to classify the perceived proto-objects into categories
corresponding to high-level predicates. Furthermore, the PMM translates high-
level instructions, splitting them into a set of low-level features to be highlighted
in the scene, that is, a new vector of perception parameters, λ. Therefore, it is
allowed to change the way the vision system perceives the world in terms of a
high-level decision.
The way the perception parameters are computed from the deliberative level
is strongly dependent on each particular application. Therefore, there exists a
particular high-to-low interpreter for each concrete problem. For example, a car-
driving task looking for the nearest “stop” signal is translated to look for red
and rounded proto-objects in the image which are close to the camera. Taking
equation (19) as reference, the mentioned task implies large values for λ3 (aﬀect-
ing proximity), λ4 (aﬀecting roundness) and λ7 (aﬀecting red dominant colour).
On the contrary, the remainder perception parameters obtain a small value in
comparison. When the task changes, a variation of perception parameters pops
out diﬀerent proto-objects in the scene.
6 Experimental results
The images have been obtained using a Microsoft Kinect sensor which provides
both RGB image and depth information. The resolution of the images is 640x480
pixels. To process the information, a PC with an Intel Core2Duo processor at
2.66 GHz and 4 GB of DDR2 RAM at 800 MHz is employed. The software has
been developed using RoboComp, an open-source robotics framework [28].
6.1 Features extraction
Fig. 2 shows the computation of the features described in section 4 from a
real image taken in a lab. As it can be observed, the scene is compound by
some coloured balls, a blue glass and a blue case in foreground and a person
behind them. There is no special restriction about illumination or the elements
in background. The result of perceptual segmentation in order to obtain the
proto-objects in the scene is shown in ﬁg. 2.b. It can be observed than most
of the proto-objects in foreground correspond to real objects. However, it can
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Fig. 2: Features maps. (a) original image; (b) perceptual segmentation (extrac-
tion of proto-objects); (c) colour contrast; (d) intensity contrast; (e) proximity;
(f) roundness; (g) orientation contrast; (h) symmetry; (i) dominant colour: red;
(j) dominant colour: green; (k) dominant colour: blue; (l) dominant colour: yel-
low; (m) skin colour.
happen that a real object is divided into two diﬀerent proto-objects due to the
segmentation process (e.g. the yellow ball in ﬁg. 2.b).
6.2 Saliency computation and top-down selection
Since we compute saliency as a weighted sum of features, it is possible to change
what elements in scene are going to be more relevant. Fig. 3 shows how it is
possible to draw attention to diﬀerent parts of the image changing the value of
the perception parameters λi. For example, in ﬁg. 3.c only roundness is taken as
relevant feature so λROUND � λi,∀i �= ROUND. It can be noted that not only
balls but also squared objects (such as the blue case) have a high roundness.
As it was mentioned in section 5, it is also possible to look for objects verifying
2 or more features. This can be observed, for example, in ﬁg. 3.e, where the
system is looking for green and rounded objects in scene. Thus, the proto-object
corresponding to the green ball is the one with the highest saliency value.
In ﬁg. 4, a search for round, blue and yellows objects (λROUND = λBLU =
λY LW � λi,∀i �= ROUND �= BLU �= Y LW ) is detailed. The 5 most salient
proto-objects are shown in ﬁg. 4.d. As it was expected, the object complying
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Fig. 3: Diﬀerent saliency maps in terms of diﬀerent perception parameters (λ).
(a) original image; (b) perceptual segmentation (extraction of proto-objects);
(c) only roundness is relevance; (d) only red colour is relevant; (e) roundness
and green colour are relevant; (f) only symmetry is relevant; (g) symmetry and
orientation contrast are relevant; (h) symmetry and colour contrast are relevant.
with the most of the required features (the yellow ball) is selected as the most
relevant. Although the blue case also veriﬁes 2 features, the roundness of a square
is a bit lower than the roundness of a ball. Thus, the blue case is selected as the
second most relevant element. The remainder of the elements to be stored in the
WM corresponds to blue or round objects.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an attention model integrating a bottom-up
processing, based on simple features extraction, and a template-based top-down
selection. The model deploys attention on proto-objects, units of visual informa-
tion that can be bound into coherent and stable objects. The saliency of each
proto-object is computed as a weighted sum of basic features describing colour,
shape and location. The most relevant proto-objects are stored in a Working
Memory able to update their position in a dynamic scenario. In order to connect
the attention model with a deliberative layer, a Perception Modulation Mem-
ory is deﬁned to store diﬀerent values of the weights which deﬁne the saliency
computation. Depending on the behaviour to achieve, the system can modify
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Fig. 4: Saliency computation looking for round, blue and yellow proto-objects.
(a) original image; (b) perceptual segmentation (extraction of proto-objects);
(c) saliency map; (e) proto-objects selected to be stored in the WM (the most
salient one is marked with a black and white bounding-box).
the features taken into account to look for objects which are relevant for the
ongoing task, changing the value of such weights.
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